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This work examines historical images ofAfrican American
womanhood such as "mammy," "bad black girl," and "matriarch,"
and how these images have negatively impacted the lives of
African American women.
This study gives a corrective analysis to these images,
evaluating the roles ofAfrican women before they arrived in the
United States, to reveal that the character ofAfrican women did
notmirror the images in which theywere later depicted. Further,
this study shows that these images were created to devaluate,
marginalize, and justify the mistreatmentAfrican American
women experienced during forced servitude and after
emancipation.
This work examines why African American women were
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depicted as "mammies," "bad black girls," and "matriarchs," and
brings awareness to the trauma thatA&ican American women
faced as a result of these images. It also identifies the problems
resulting from these images in the African American conununity
and offers means to counteract these obstacles.
In its final analysis, this work suggests that in order to
redefine African American womanhood scholars and lay persons
must educate the general public concerning the many
misconceptions. This education should demonstrate that while
the African American woman shares all the universal
characteristics with other women, her experiences in the United
States have made her situation unique.
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From a historical vantage point, the dominant and largely
negative images ofAfrican American womanhood, embraced by
mainstream America, are a direct result of Eurosupremacist
ideology that created these stereotypes, ofAfrican American
women, such as the "Matriarch," "Mammy," and "Bad Black Girl" or
"Jezebel". These images have defined, in part, the identity,
behavior, role, and responsibilities ofAfrican American women in
theWestern world. In order to comprehend these false images
and their impact fully, one must examine forced servitude and
Eurosupremacy in their relationship to the cultural images of
African American women. This thesis explores the concept that
the devaluation ofAfrican American women resulted from forced
servitude' and Eurosupremacy^. Forced servitude and
'Forced servitude: the state of being bound in service as the
property of another; a condition of hardwork and subjection in which
the enslaved constitutes the principal work force.
^Eurosupremacy: the behavior or practice expressive of
Eurosupremacism, an ideology that denotes the European ethnic group
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Eurosupremacy provided the framework for the devaluation of
African American womanhood and for the creation and
maintenance of the negative images associatedwith those
processes.
According to Donald Bogle, these images, bom in early
America history, have been reinforced by the media in films,
television, and advertisement. These images still persist.^ John
W. Blassingame, also maintains that Antebellum Southern
novelists, dramatists, and journalists were influential in the
creation of public attitudes towards Africans in the United States.
Blassingame contends that these images from this literature have
often been accepted as popular literary stereotypes and as being
accurate descriptions of the enslaved African personality.^
These false images and conceptions have stigmatized
African American women. The reality ofAfrican American women,
having been placed in the context of a deviant perspective, has
as being superior in character to other ethnic groups.
^Donald Bogle, Toms. Coons. Mulattoes. Mammies and Bucks
(New York: Viking Press, 1973), 21.
^John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1979), 224.
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power to resist labels. This power comes only from the ability to
provide the definitions of one's past, present, and future. African
American women have, until recently, been defined by the
European American community. The European group's
characterization of the Afirican American woman has been largely
negative.^
This thesiswill explore the negative impact of these images
upon African American womanhood andwill place the images in
their proper historical context. Since there has been much
controversy and concern over the African American woman, and
there are a great number ofmisconceptions and myths aboutwho
she is, it is important that one understand some of the historical
background that has molded her and these misconceptions.
In examining the African American woman's historical
background, the aim of this thesis will be to look briefly at her
role in pre-colonialAfrica. Itwill allow die reader to see that the
African woman retained many of theAfrican cultural traits in the
United States. It is crucial to realize thatmost of the perceptions
*Joyce Ladner, Tomorrow's Tomorrow: The BlackWoman
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1971), 2.
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ofAfrican American women are ahistoiicral and do not attempt to
place them in the proper context in relation to their African
cultural heritage.^
What scholars have termed as "matriarchy" in the United
States is a blatant mockery of the matriarchy paradigm that
existed during the early stages of development of the African
civilization. The traditional role of the African American woman
in the United States is contrary to the concept ofmatriarchy.
Matriarchy is defined as a socio-cultural system which is
characterized by the preeminence ofwomen in familial, social,
political, and religious affairs.^ An examination of the relevant
history reveals that African American women do not fit that
description. The American woman in general and African
American woman in particular have had no authority over
institutions in the United States.^ If the role ofAfrican American
women has been matriarchy, it has only been this through
‘Ibid., 7.
^Charles S. Finch, Echoes Of The Old Parkland (Decatur, Georgia:
Khenti, Inc, 1991), 58.
^Miriam Gurko, The Ladies of Seneca Falls: The Birth Of the
Woman's Movement (New York: Schocken Books, 1974), 6.
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women has been matriarchy, it has only been this through
Eurocentric mythology which has distorted their image.
These stereotypical images such as "matriarch," "mammy,"^
"bad black girl,"‘" were bom in the United Stateswill be examined
£rom a holistic approach, using the findings o£ historians,
sociologists, and anthropologistswho make up the social science
discipline. These resourceswill address how these stereotypical
images ofAfrican American women are not reflections ofAfrican
American culture, but European cultural constmcts bom in the
early oppression ofAfricans in America.
The word "slavery" will not be used in this thesis. The
constant use of the term imposes constant psychological trauma
on African Americans by reminding them of the degradation
inflicted upon them in the United States. For this reason, I choose
not to speak of the inhumane experience ofAfricans in the United
States employing the terminology introduced and perpetuated by
’An image created by antebellum Southerners that depicted the
African American woman merely as an asexual, domesticworker, and
wet nurse.
‘®An image created Euro-Americans that portrayedAfrican
American women as promiscuous and immoral.
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those responsible for the experience.Expressions such as forced
servitude and bondage ivill be used interchangeably throughout
this thesis instead of the traumatizing term "slavery".
Chapter one examines the matriarchal traditions of ancient
African societies, such as Kush and Egypt. Many of the
matrilineal customs ofWestAfrica are a direct result of
matriarchal societies. The study of thematriarchy paradigm is
crucial, if one is to understand its influenced in the development
ofmatrilineal customs.'^ There are two reasons for analyzing the
matriarchy paradigm. First, to show the high status ofwomen in
matriarchal and matrilineal societies (Itmust be noted that the
role of the female was complementary to that of her male
counterpart). Second, to reveal the manner and extent to which
women's roles and functions were different from those ofwomen
in patriarchal societies.
By examining the roles ofwomen in these societies, this
studywill seek to demonstrate the elevated position ofwomen in
"Keith E. Baird, "Semantics and Afro-American Liberation," in
Social CaseWork 12 (May 1970): 265.
‘^Robert O. Collins, Western African History (New York: Markus
Wiener Publishing, 1990), 3.
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matriarchal societies and its influence on the position ofwomen
in matrilineal societies. The roles ofwomen in patriarchal
societies were not of a high status. Diop's Two Cradle Theorywill
be used to show the cultural unity ofAfrica and support the
position thatwomen living in thematriarchal southern cradle
(Africa) and women in the patriarchal northern cradle (Europe)
had different lifestyles. The latter degraded the position of
women in society.
Finally, this chapterwill clarify why £. Franklin Frazier's
and Daniel P. Moynihan's definition of the matriarchy in the
African American family is subjected to grave criticism. Moreover,
the findings of Charles S. Finch, Cheikh Anta Diop, Ifi Amadiume,
Robert O. Collins, and Marimba Ani will be discussed as
additional evidence to substantiate the analysis presented in this
work.
Chapter two focuses on the roles ofwomen in theWest
African society and the continuation of those same roles in the
United States. Here, the aim is to show theWestAfrican cultural
legacy to African American womanhood. Further, the differences
and similarities between the situation in WestAfrica and the
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United States will be discussed. To better understand the
function ofwomen in matrilineal societies, and how their roles
were influenced by matriarchal customs, it is important to
examine their roles. It is also useful to note that some of the
customs established by the matriarchal culture still exist in
matrilineal societies. An examination of these roles ofwomen in
WestAfrica, clarifies how these modes of functioning were also
reinforced during years of forced servitude. TheWest African
cultural traditions also survived the trans-Atlantic diaspora.
African American women's forms of behavior, in part, can
therefore be viewed as cultural traits of a particular utility for
group survival. The data presented in this chapter by reference to
jfoyce A. Ladner, Andrew Billingsley, John Hope Franklin, and
others will correct the misconceptions which have been
propagated about African American womanhood.
Chapter three focuses on what Robert Staples has termed
the "myth of the blackmatriarchy."'^ For over 30 years, the views
of E. Franklin Frazier set the tone for sociologists, historians,
'^Robert Staples, "The Myth of the Black Matriarchy," in The Black
Woman Cross-Culturally (Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books,
Inc., 1981), 335.
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educators, and others interested in the condition of the African
American family. Frazier defined the African American family as
matriarchal and disorganized, a situation he understood to be the
result of forced servitude of Africrans in the United States.
In 1965 Daniel Moynihan later expatiated on Frazier's thesis
and further asserted that the matriarchal character ofAfrican
American family structure was the cause of the socio-economic
plight of the African American family. His contentions caused
much consternation in theAfrican American community.
Sociologist Robert Staples is of the opinion that the position
of the woman in the African American family reveals that she
functioned mainly in a capacity to secure the economic well being
of her family because European male supremacist cultural
practices denied that right to the father or husband. However, the
strong position of the African American female as economic
provider in the family did not warrant its characterization as a
matriarchy, as suggested by Frazier and Moynihan. In addition to
their mischaracterization of the African American woman's role,
these writers also criticized that role. In their theses, Frazier and
Moynihan suggest that there was something abnormal, deviant,
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and dysfunctional concerning the role of the senior female in the
family.
On the basis of studies by Robert Staples, Joyce Ladner, John
Hope Franklin, and others, it can be concluded, there was nothing
abnormal or negative about the role of the African American
woman. What Frazier and Moynihan termedmatriarchy was not
matriarchy in the classical definition at all, but was, in part,
survival ofWestAfrican cultural traits in respect to the female
role.
Other factors also contributed to the dominant role women
assumed in the African American family, such as emasculation of
the African American male and economic disadvantages caused by
Eurosupremacy and forced servitude ofAfricans in America. A
great number ofAfrican American women carried the burden of
responsibility for their entire families without the security offered
to women of other ethnic groups.
Chapter four continues to explore the mischaracterization of
African American women by images, such as "mammy" and "bad
Joyce A. Ladner, "Foreword" in The BlackWoman in America, by
Robert Staples (Chicago: Nelson-Hall Publishers, 1976), x.
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black girl" or "Jezebel". The creation of these concepts reveals that
they served as justification for the exploitation ofAfrican
American women. There is considerable documentation that these
stereotypes were used to counterbalance any idea that African
American women were the victims of £uro>American sexual
exploitation.
The continuing mischaracterization ofAfrican American
women and the and dissemination of these ideas such as
"matriarch," "mammy," and "bad black girl" have worked to the
disadvantage of the African-American family and have led to the
victimization ofAfrican-American women. Itwill be the aim of
this thesis to give a corrective analysis of the images concerning
African-American women. African-American women, like other
women, have experienced oppression resulting from
Eurosupremacist ideologywhich has posed opposition to their
existence. The survival of the African American woman has
largely been contingent upon their ability to redefine the images




Scholars such as Cheikh Anta Diop, Charles Finch, and
Robert O. Collins assert thatmatriarchy existed as the first form
of societal organization. They are of the opinion that matriarchal
institutions influenced many of the customs in matrilineal
societies ofWest Africa. The objective of this chapter is to show
that matriarchy existed as the earliest form of social organization
and its influence on matrilineal societies.
The history of humanity will remain distorted as long as we
fail to distinguish between the two early cradles in which nature
fashioned the "instinct, temperament, habits, and ethical
concepts" of two subdivisions before they met each other after a
long separation dating back to prehistoric times.' Cheikh Anta
Diop's "Two Cradle Theory" gives an overview on the two cradles
of humanity and their effects on the lifestyles ofwomen. Diop
'Cheikh Anta Diop, The Origin Of Civilization; Myth or Reality
(Chicago: Lawrence Hill and Company, 1974), 111.
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contends that the northern cradle (Europe) had negative effects on
the role ofwomen which led to the degradation of their position
in society. Diop asserts the following:
In this existence which was reduced to a series ofperpetual
migrations, the economic role of the woman was reduced to a
strict minimum; she was only a burden that the man dragged
behind him. Outside ofherfunction ofchild-bearing, her role in
nomadic society is nil. It is from these considerations that a
new explanation may be soughtfor the lot of the woman in
Indo-European society.^
Having a smaller economic value, it is she who must leave her clan
to foin that of her husband. This is contrary to thematriarchal
southern cradle customwhich demands the opposite, that is, that,
the man leaves his family.^
Diop maintains that in the patriarchal Northern cradle,
women were less beneficial to the economic development of the
society because of its harsh climate. Diop also contends that
women's participation in the public life arrived later in European
than African societies because of her economic disadvantage. If
the opposite seems true today in certain parts of Sub-Saharan
^Cheikh Anta Diop, The Cultural Unity of Black Africa (Chicago
Illinois: Third World Press, 1978), 25.
^Ibid., 29.
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Africa, it can be attributed to the Islamic influence in African
societies.^
In the Southern cradle agriculture takes prominence in
society. The population was more peaceful, secure and sedentary.
Women played an important role in the society's economic activi^
and subsistence.^ Diop states,
.... Usually, thefemale portion ruled the house .... the stores
were in common; but woe to the luckless husband or lover who
was too shiftless to do his share of the providing. The women
were the great power among the clans (gentes), as everywhere
else. They did not hesitate, when occasion required, 'to knock off
the horns' as it was technically called, from the head of the
Chief, and send him back to the ranks of the warriors.^
Upon examining Diop's Two Cradle Theory, one can see that
women in matriarchy societies were not degraded and had more
prominence.
Ifi Amadiume also testifies to the primacy of the woman in
ancientmatriarchal Egypt. Amadiume, in citing Margaret A.
Murray, states.
^Diop, Origin of Civilization. 112.
®Diop, Cultural Unity. 29.
‘Ibid.
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The position ofwomen inAncient Egypt was beyond the normal
importance accorded to mothers offamilies, 'they enjoyed a
peculiar position from thefact that all landed property
descended in thefemale linefrom mother to doubter.' The
husband only enjoyed her wealth when the wife was alive, for on
death, 'her daughter and the daughter's husband came into
possession,,..' The rights ofwomen did not stop at royalty, hut
percolated at the level of the masses:' the genealogy is almost
invariably traced hack to an ancestress, not to an ancestor.'^
According to Charles S. Finch, during early stages ofAfrican
civilization, the most interesting feature of the African family and
community life was its matriarchal featurewith the strong place
in family and society assigned to and assumed by women.^ For
example, the primacy of the mother in the family life and the royal
succession through the female line in ancient Egypt. Also, the
children took their surnames from the mother.^ The female was
well respected throughoutAfrica in regard to her role in society.
Evidence from anthropology, mythology, and archaeology
points to the primacy of the matriarchy, hence the woman, in
early human affairs. Matriarchywas the first form of "human
^Ifi Amadiume, Afrikan Matriarchal Foundations; The Igbo Case
(Britain: Karnak House, 1987), 10.
^Charles S. Finch, Echoes of the Old Dark land (Decatur, Georgia:
Khenti, Inc., 1991), 58.
’Ibid., 58.
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culture, society, government, and religion."'® Finch further
contends that civilization was born and brought to maturity
among matriarchal African cultures ofKush and Egypt."
Charles S. Finch asserts that before the Islamic inroads into
Sub-Saharan Africa in the 12th and 13th centuries matriarchal
norms still existed. For example, the matrilineal principle of
succession was one of the matriarchal cultural norms. Finch is of
the opinion that this matrilineal custom is a direct result of
matriarchal traditions.'^ Also, theWestAfrican Empire ofGhana
in the eleventh century was ruled by matrilineal principles as were
numerous other African kingdoms.'^ As previously stated,
matrilineal customs were influenced by matriarchal societies such
as Egypt and Kush.
Robert O. Collins also maintains that Egyptian institutions





'^'Robert O. Collins, Western African History (New York: Markus
Wiener Publishing, 1990), 3.
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matriarchal custom of property descent through the female line
from mother to daughter are intricate part ofmatrilineal societies.
The tracing of the genealogy is another characteristic that
developed from the matriarchal societies. These bearings suggest
that matrilineal customs are a direct result of matriarchal
societies. The strong position of theWestAfrican woman in the
familial afrairs lends itself to traditions of its matriarchal norms.
This elevated position of the African woman in the family
survived as a cultural trait in the United States, which will be
examined later in this thesis.
Diop is also of the opinion thatmatriarchal systems which
were the base of the social organization in Egypt can be found
throughout Sub*Saharan Africa.*^ The primacy of the woman in
early civilization was a result of matriarchal societies. Diop
states,
In remans where matriarchal ^sterns have not been altered by
external influences(Islam etc.)j it is the woman who transmits
political rights. This derivesfrom the general idea that heredity
is effective only matrilineally.^^
*^Diop, Origin of Civilization. 142.
“Ibid., 143.
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The evidence suggests that the role ofwomen was degraded
by patrilineal institutions, which linuted the functions of the
woman in society. Marimba Ani, in her analysis ofDiop's "Two
Cradle Theory," asserts that the devaluation ofAfrican women
stems directly from the environment in which the European
culture developed. In addition to Diop, Ani asserts that these
cultural values were an intricate part of the European culture
transplanted and replicated in the United States.'^
It is crucial to understand that matriarchal societies
glorified women and patriarchal societies degraded women.
Matriarchy gave women authority over familial, political, and
social affairs, but this elevated role for women was
complementary to their male counterpart. The matriarchal
customs have been examined in this thesis, not to boast of the
primacy ofwomen, but to reveal to the readers that there was a
time in history that women were preeminent. The matriarchal
system can be properly characterized as the collaboration and
harmonious flowering of both man and woman and by a certain
'^Marimba Ani, Yurugu (Trenton, New Jersey; AfiricanWorld Press,
Inc., 1994), 172.
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preeminence ofwoman in society. This phenomenon was largely
due to the economic position ofwomen.Finch asserts that it is
hard for one to conceive of matriarchal norms existing in Afirica
with the assumption that "father-right and masculine dominance
had always been the cultural norm ofmankind."*^ In other words,
patriarchy has not always been the norm of socie^. Matriarchy
existed long before patriarchy was discovered.
‘*Diop, Origin of Civilization. 143.
‘’Charles Finch, Old Parkland. 58.
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CHAPTER n
AFRICANAMERICANWOMANHOOD CULTURAL TRAITS OF
ITS WESTAFRICANHERITAGE
It is impossible to understandwhat the African American
woman is todaywithout having a perspective on what her
functions were in theWestAfrican society as related to
responsibilities she held traditionally within the family. When
examining the roles of traditional WestAfrican women, one can
clearly see that the images ofAfrican American women that
dominate mainstream America are ahistorical. To understand
African American womanhood one must look at the period prior
to forced servitude ofAfrican women in United States. * This
chapter focuses on the WestAfrican contribution to African
American womanhood, taking into consideration the differences
and similarities to those characteristics in America.^
‘John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York:
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 1988), 16.
^Joyce A. Ladner, "Racism and Tradition: Black Womanhood in
Historical Perspective" in The BlackWoman Cross-Culturally
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Africa: TheHomeland
In order to understand why historian John Hope Franklin
and sociologist Joyce Ladner asserted thatmany of the African
cultural traditions survived during forced servitude, onemust
look at the highly complex and functional African civilization.
Franklin states,
The question still remains as to whetherAfricans continued
to be African in ways other than color andwhether any
substantial elements ofAfrica became a part of the general
acculturative process taking place in America. Sociologists
like E. Franklin Frazier and Robert E. Park have failed to see
anything in contemporary Negro life that can be traced to
the African background. On the other hand, scholars like
Carter G. Woodson, Melville J. Herskovits, and Lorenzo
Turner have insisted that the African cultural heritage can
still be seen in many aspects ofAmerican life today
Ladner maintains.
Before Africans were brought to American shores, tht^ had
developed highly complex civilizations along the West Coast, the
area where a considerable amount ofslave trading occurred
Tribal customs, and lawsformarriage and thefamily, property
rights, wealth, political institutions and religion revolved
around distinct patterns ofculture which evolved out of the
history of theAfrican peopled
(Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books, Inc., 1985), 271.
^Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom. 25.
^Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 272.
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Ladner further states that the family was one of the most
important institution that ever was established. John Hope
Franklin contends that at the basis even of economic and political
life was the family. The family exercised inestimable influence
over its members.^ A striking feature of the pre-colonial African
society was the importance attached to the family unit. The
extended family was highly organized and clearly designated roles
for its males and female members.
John Hope Franklin states that the same emphasis placed
upon the Family in WestAfrica is also vividly seen in the United
States among enslaved African families. Franklin states,
There is no question that early in their sojourn on this
continent, enslavedAfricans evinced their concern about the
family unit. Their loyally to thefamily defied the efforts of
slave owners to promote a casual attitude among blacks toward
this all important institution...,The family was important to
the slave community....^
As previously stated, the roles ofAfrican women were very
important and quite different from the understood duties and
^John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom. 28.
^John Hope Franklin, 'A Historical Note on Black Families" in
Black Families (Newbury Park: Sage Publications, 1988), 271.
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obligations ofwomen in Western society. Two of the important
roles ofAfrican women continued during forced servitude were
her economic function and motherly responsibilities.^
Ladner maintains that the area of importancewith regard to
African women's role was their economic function as traders in the
village. "Women played an important role in the administration
of political and economic affairs....They were the chief traders in
the villages."^ In attempting to explain the role ofAfirican women,
Marie Perinbaum states,
There is a recurring theme in manyAfrican legends and
mythology ofa woman who isfounder or the mother of the tribe
who is either a queen or the daughter ofa king. She is an
aristocratic lady who is involved in politics. For example, the
creation myths of the Hausa people in North Nigeria or ofNiger
or Chad begins with a woman who goes out andfinds a
Kingdom. She is the Black Moses who is leading her people into
the promised land which is an area near the water where
communication is relatively free. She settles down and
establishes the traditions of the people.^
Ladner contends that the relationship between mother and
^Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 273.
«Ibid.
’Marie Perinbaum, quoted by Filomina Steady in The Black
Woman Cross-Culturally (Rochester, New York; Schenkman Books,
Inc., 1985), 273.
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child was important in all ofWest Africa.^** Billingsley maintains
also that in all ofWestAfrican society, whether patrilineal or
matrilineal, the mother and child relationship was paramount and
primary."
In further analyzing the position ofAfrican women to their
African past, one can observe that she was a part of a cultural
tradition thatwas extremely different from the American role in
which she functioned. The degradation ofAfrican American
women under forced servitude had a detrimental effect on all
aspects of her life, her identity as a woman, as an African, and as
her relationship and function with regard to her family.*^
When Africans were sold into forced servitude, they were
alienated from their culture and forced to adapt to the ways of
Western society. The highly functional social order from which
they emerged was considered "barbarous" and "uncivilized"
because of Europeans' inability to understand and appreciate the
‘®Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 274.
"Andrew Billingsley, Black Families inWhite America.
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice- Hall Inc., 1968), 45.
‘^Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 275.
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cultural differences between themselves andAfricans.Ladner
maintains that because forced servitude was an economic venture,
Africans became property andwere denied human rights. This
dehumanizing institution was devastating on the family and the
role ofAfrican American women. Some of the noticeable functions
that the parents were denied were: economic provider,
disciplinarian, and teacher.'^
Nonetheless, forced servitude of the African in America did
reinforce some of the WestAfrican traditions, or at least permit
renmants of the traditions to survive. There was a strong
attachment that existed between mother and children during
forced servitude. Ladner states that the institution of forced
servitude reinforced the strong bond between mother and child.
Ladner maintains that one reason for the central role of the
woman in the family was the inability of enslaved Africans to
marry legally and have sustained unions; mothers were often left





American women became the sole economic provider for their
families in the absence of a husband-father figure.’^ The Father
was usually sold away from their families or denied the right to
support his family due to his economic disadvantage. Ladner
maintains that African American women had no other choice but
to assume basic duties and responsibilities toward their families.
As stated, the African woman, in theWestAfrican society,
frequently served as a chief economic provider. Her position was
not unique, and itwas not viewed as being abnormal. The
willingness of the African woman to provide for her family is
sustained during forced servitude. On the other hand, proponents
of the matriarchal theory have characterized her role as degraded.
While Frazier maintains that the African family traditions were
shaped solely by forced servitude, Ladner disagrees.Ladner
suggests that the highly complex family structure developed in
Africa, with a substantial role for the woman, was maintained
during forced servitude. Ladner states the following:
It is impossible to understand what the black woman is today
“"Ibid.
'^Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 269-270.
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without having a perspective on what herforebears were,
especially as this relates to the roles, functions and
responsibilities she has traditionally held within thefamily
unit. This, of course, will involve her relationship to her
husband, children and the extendedfamily. Only by
understanding these broader socio-historicalfactors can we
properly interpret her role today.
Ladner's thesis supports WestAfrican women as primary
figures in the African family structure. The role of the woman was
crucial to the economic stability of the family. Her position was
complementary that of her husband, not subordinate to him.
Angela Davis also maintains that during forced servitude African
American women were not authoritative figures. They were forced
by circumstances to assume many of the roles they heldwithin the
family.*’
Ladner maintains that it was under forced servitude that the
role of the woman was elevated in the family. However, contrary
to Moynihan's thesis, Ladner contends that her elevated position
was not abnormal or unique. As stated, Moynihan promoted the
myth of the African American matriarchy. Ladner contends that
'«Ibid ., 271.
’’Angela Davis, "Reflections on the BlackWoman's Role in the
Community of Slaves," Black Scholar 12 (December, 1971): 32.
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the rolewhich women held within the family was a continuation
of her traditional duties. Whatmight be considered unique was
that, in many cases, the enslaved woman was forced into the
position of being the sole economic provider for the family.
Ladner states that it is clear thatwithin the cultural context of the
dominant society, enslaved women were forced to assume the
basic duties and responsibilities toward their families thatmen
assumed in the white world.^*^
Ladner further maintains that the reason why the position of
women was viewed as being abnormal, dysfunctional and unique
in regard to the African American family was that many scholars,
such as E. Franklin Frazier and Daniel Moynihan wanted to
continue to perpetuate the "myth" that African Americans did not
possess a distinct cultural heritage thatwas developed in Africa.^'
The economic, political and social institutions to which
Africans had to relate during forced servitude provided the
opportunity for the survival ofmany African traditions. The
African American female continued to play important functions
^®Ladner, "Racism and Tradition," 271.
""Ibid., 283.
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within the familywith regard to the economic welfare of her
children.^^ The institution of forced servitude allowed for her
role as an autonomous figurewithin the family.
Economic disadvantages and Eurosupremacist
discrimination have prevented the African American male
population from providing economic subsistence for their
families. African American people had no choice but to develop
their own distinctive culturewith some element of the old and
new. It was necessary to develop this African American culture in
order to survive, communicate, and give meaning to life.^^
The analysis of theWestAfrican contribution to the role of
the African American woman in the African American family
serves to contradict the theses put forth by E. Franklin Frazier and
Daniel Moynihan that there was something abnormal,
dysfunctional, and unique about the position of the African






MATRIARCHY IN THE UNITED STATES: A MISCONCEPTION
The controversy over E. Franklin Frazier's analysis which
describes the African American family as "matriarchal" and
disorganized and the ill-fated Daniel £. Moynihan's report has
brought the African American family under full review. Eugene
Genovese contends that despite the misconception about the role
of the senior female in the African American family as
"matriarchal," the bondsmen entered the post-emancipation era
with a "strong respect for the family and a comparatively stable
family base."’ Unlike Frazier, Genovese gives a completely
different description of the African American family. Genovese's
evidence describes the senior female position in the family as
"strong" in contrast to Frazier's description of a "matriarch." ^
’Eugene D. Genovese, "The Myth of the Absent Family," in The




Wade Nobles asserts that scholars have noted that the
misconception of the African American family as "matriarchal" has
been due to the failure of scholars and researchers to distinguish
between the terms "strong" and "dominant". Noble contends that
the former, and not the latter, characterizes the position of the
femalewithin theAfrican American family.^
Due to Frazier and Moynihan analyses, African American
womanhood became a popular topic of discussion during the past
decade, when social analysts, policy makers, community leaders,
and others voiced concernwith the so-called plight of theAfrican
American family.^ It is well documented that the role of the
African American woman as matriarch in the family is a
misconception. As previously stated, this notion was perpetuated
by E. Franklin Frazier and Daniel Mo3nnLihan. Scholars have
shown that a great deal of the information in their analyses is
ahistorical. It is the aim of this chapter to give an corrective
^Wade Nobles, "Africanity: Its Role in Black Families," in The
Black Family; Essays and Studies (San Francisco: University of
California, 1978), 19.
‘‘Joyce A. Ladner, Tomorrow’s Tomorrow: The BlackWoman.
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1971), 15.
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assessment of the role of the senior female in the African
American family. Frazier's and Moynihan assertionswill be
presented and then critique by scholars who disagreewith their
bearing on the subject.
Frazier asserts that African American women as wives or
mothers were the mistresses of their cabin, and save for the
interference of the master or overseer, their will in regard to
mating and family matters was paramount. "Neither economic
necessity nor tradition had instilled in her the spirit of
subordination to masculine authority."^ Frazier further asserts
that emancipation confirmed the spirit of self-sufficient which
slavery had taught.
Frazier contends that after emancipation, African American
mothers had to depend upon their own efforts for the support
themselves and their children. Because there were little or no
assistance from the husbands or the fathers, these women were
forced to return to the plow or the Euro-American man's kitchen
*E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in the United States
(Chicago: The Universi^ of Chicago Press, 1966), 102.
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in order to make a living for their families.^ Frazier maintains
that evidences of the "Matriarch" can be traced to the rural South,
especially on the old plantations. According to Frazier, there urere
households virhere grandmothers ruled their daughters and
grandchildren with matriarchal authority. This authority,
according to Frazier, dates from the days following emancipation,
when mothers wandered about the country looking for their
children.^ Frazier maintains that this self determination helped
established the self-reliance of the African American woman.
Frazier further maintains that this authority possessed by
the African American female was also apparent in the 20 century.
Frazier contends that the 1940 census showed a larger proportion
of families with women heads among African Americans than
among Euro-Americans in both rural and urban areas of the
South^ In Southern cities a larger proportion of theAfrican
American families were under the authority of the woman than in





families: 31.1 percent in urban areas werewithout male heads,
22.5 per cent in rural non-farm and 11.7 per cent in rural farm
areas werewithout male heads.^ Even though the rural areas
account for less percentage, Frazier maintains itwas those areas
that one finds the maternal family functioning in its original form
as a natural organization.'*’
Frazier contends that the down fall of the ^^matriarch” was
due to the subordination ofwomen in the economic organization
of the family. The economic arrangement after emancipation
placed the African American men in a position of authority in
relation to his family. However, Frazier contends that in some
1
cases, the woman refused to become subject to the authority of her
husband." Frazier asserts that in contracting for the labor of the
family, the father assumed responsibility for the behavior of his
family and whatever went to the credit of the family was in his
name. Nonetheless in some cases, the woman's name did appear
on the contract.
’Ibid
'®Frazier, Negro Family. 104.
"Ibid., 129.
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Frazier is of the opinion that when the man assumed the role
of contracting labor, he began to have authority over the woman.'^
Frazier states,
In tracing the origin and development of theNegro father's
authority in family relations. We have seen how, following
emancipation, this wasfacilitated by the economic
subordination of the woman.^^
In addition, Frazier maintains that the church was also a
major factor in sanctioning male ascendancy. Frazier asserts that
this was carried out through the authority of the Bible. Frazier
gives the following analysis:
The church was under the domination of the men, and whatever
control it attempted to exercise tended to confirm the men's
interest and authority in thefamily. Th^found sanctionfor
male ascendancy in the Bible, which, for the newly emancipated
slaves, was the highest authority on suchmatr.̂*
Frazier's analysis suggests that theAfrican American male
came into authority over his family through the church which was
one of the dominant factors. Frazier's assertion also reveals that
the subordination of the African American female caused her male
‘"‘Ibid.
'^Frazier, Negro Family. 141.
*nbid., 134.
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counterpart to take interest in his family.
Thework of scholars such as Gerda Lerner and others raises
questions about Frazier’s analysis. Gerda Lerner states,
The question of the black "matriarchy" is commonly
misunderstood. The very term is deceptive^ for "matriarchy"
implies the exercise ofpower by women, and black women have
been the most powerless in our entire society. Thiy have
consistently had the lowest status in society- the economic and
social-political status ranking order consisting ofwhite men,
white women, black men, black women. Black women's wages
even today, are the lowest ofall groups....^^
Robert Staples disagrees also with the concept of the
matriarchy. Staples contends that in dealingwith the question of
the role of the African American woman in the African American
struggle, onewill encounter the false assertion that the African
American community was organized along matriarchal lines, in
which the African American female was placed in a
"superordinate” position in the family by the historical
"vicissitude” of forced servitude. According to Staples, this myth
of the African American matriarchy is a cruel hoax.*^ Staples
‘^Gerder Lerner, BlackWomen in White America (Menlo Park,
California: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1971), xxiii.
“Robert Staples, "The Myth of the BlackMatriarchy," in The Black
Woman Cross«Culturally (Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books,
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maintains that the myth is an insult to African American
liberation. Staples asserts the following:
For the black female, her objective reality is a society where she
is economically exploited because she is bothfemale and black;
she mustface the exploitation because she is bothfemale and
black, she mustface the inevitable situation ofa shortage of
black males because they have been taken out ofcirculation by
America's neo-colonists wars, railroaded into prisons or killed
offearly by the effects ofghetto luring conditions. To label her
a matriarch is a classical example ofwhat MalcolmX called
making the victim a criminal.^^
Staples' analysis reveals that by suggesting the African American
woman was the authority figure of the family, it underestimates
the role of the African American male. This myth of the African
American matriarch enforces the negative stereo^rpe that the
African American male is slack when it comes to providing
economic and moral support for his family. The reference to the
African American woman's role as a matriarch is not only in
"contradiction" to the empirical reality of their status, but it is also






much thatflaws the study ofslaves and ex-slavesflowsfrom this
brief: the alleged inadequaty of the slavefather and husband,
the absence ofmale modelsforyoung slave children to
emulate....and the belief that the ^matrilocaV household (a
*naturaV adaptation by most blacks to the realities ofslavety)
prevailed among the mass of illiterate plantationfield hands
and lahorers.^^
In retrospect, the ordeal of "bondage" wrought many changes
in the family life of African Americans, including the male and
female roles. But, ^‘bondage” did not create the matriarchy which
Frazier suggests. One of those changes was the inabili^ of the
African American male during "bondage" to protect his wife and
children against his master. However, these changes did not
suggest that itwas a matriarchal family. Under the conditions of
"bondage", the African American father was forcefully deprived of
the responsibilities and privileges of fatherhood. The practice of
selling away the father left the African American woman as the
primary authority in the household.^" The woman did not assume
this position because African American males willfully forsake
•’Herbert Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom 1750-
1925 (New York: Pantheon, 1976), 13.
"•“Ibid., 337.
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their commitment to their families. The evidence shows that she
was forced into this position of authority. Her position in the
family does not suggest that she was a matriarch, but it does
suggest that she functioned in a manner to maintain the economic
security of her family.
Studies of the period of bondage reveal that the African
American father had little authority, and that theAfrican
American female was the center of the family.^' Under the
institution of bondage, the mother named the children and often
had sole responsibility for their care and discipline. Staples
further asserts that this assumption of roles led to the emergence
of the African American matriarchy concept.^^ Proponents of this
theory fail to reveal that the father was rendered powerless due to
the system of bondage.
Proponents of the African American matriarchal philosophy
also assert that the African American female gained ascendancy in
the African American society through her economic support of the
^‘Robert Staples, The BlackWoman In America (Chicago: Nelson
Hall Publishers, 1978), 14.
"'^Ibid., 13.
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family.^^ However this ascendancy was due to the economic
reality, not due to the woman's role as a matriarch. Staples
further contends thatwhat semblance ofAfrican American female
dominance is found in the African American society stems from
the persistent rate of high unemployment amongAfrican
American males, which prevented them from the major economic
support of their familyAccording to Staples, African American
women were more readily employed than African American men.
Staples asserts that the irregularity or lack of employment has
contributed to the prominent role ofAfrican American women in
family affairs. Staples maintains that one could draw the
implication from this situation that the African American Society
is matriarchal.^^ However, looking at the situation closely, one
can see that the system of Eurosupremacy is responsible for the
economic disadvantage of the African American male. By placing
him in an economic disadvantage, the African American woman
^^Robert Staples, "The Myth of the Black Matriarchy," in The Black
Woman Cross-Culturally (Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books,
Inc., 1985), 340.
"'^Ibid.
^^Staples The BlackWoman.. 17.
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assumed the position of primary provider for the family.
Further, to support the notion that the African American
male forsook his parental responsibility, some scholars have
postulated that his primary function was to "sire" children, not to
provide for or rear them, and consequently he never took his
paternal responsibility seriously. It has been well documented by
scholars such as Staples and others that this assumption is false.
Staples asserts that the persistent unemplo3nment ofAfrican
American males frequently led to the break up of their family
life.^^ Evidence demonstrates that they abandon their paternal
responsibilities.
The system of Eurosupremacy not only placed the African
American male at an economic disadvantage, but it also created
other circumstances. The unemployment of the African American
male forced the family to become dependent on the welfare system
to meet its needs. Further, the welfare system greatly contributed
to the absent of the males in the family. Qualifications for
certain types of aid specified that the male should be absent from
the home. The welfare system forced manyAfrican American
^‘‘'Ibid., 19.
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males to desert their families. Staples contends that many African
American males would have stayed with the family butwere
forced to leave home so that the wife and children could receive
financial assistance.^^
The ratio ofmen to women was another factor for female
headed households. Staples suggests that the disproportionate
ratio ofmen to women is a result of high mortality due to ghetto
living, homicides among African Americans, military wars, and
prison. Staples asserts there are about 85 African American males
for every 100 African American females.^* The greater number of
females increases the probability of female headed households
while the scarcity ofmales reduces the numbers of possible
husband-wife combinations. Unemployment, ghetto living, and
homicides are factors that explain the tragedy of the African
American family structure in United States.^^
The myth of the African American matriarchy was further





Moynihan's central thesis was that the African American family
was crumbling and that a ma|or part of the blame was the extent
to which the African American matriarchy existed in the African
American community.^" Staples contends that the Moynihan's
report is invalid because he is making victims responsible for the
crimes of the criminal. African American women assumed
leadership roles in the family household because forced servitude
exploited the African American male by not allowing him to fulfill
his fatherhood duties.^* Staples concludes that any profound
analysis of the African American matriarchy should reveal its
fallacious underpinnings. Herbert G. Gutman also refutes
Moynihan's analysis on African American matriarchal family
structure. Through history sources, Gutman traces the faults of
Moynihan's assertion in his thesis.^^ Gutman suggests that
Frazier and Moynihan theses on the "matriarchal" family structure
*®Daniel Moynihan. The Negro Family; The Case for National
Action. United States Department of Labor, 1965.
Robert Staples, "The Myth of the Black Matriarchy," in The Black
Woman Cross-Culturally (Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books,
1985), 337.
^^Herbert G. Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom
1750-1925 (New York: Vintage Books, 1976), 461-467.
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are based upon inadequate historical evidences.^^
Staples is also of the opinion that Daniel Mo3nnihan's
analysis of the African American matriarchy family is misleading
and imaginary. Staples' refutation of the "matriarch" within the
African American family reveals that even though, "bondage"
crippled theAfrican American male, his position provides no
validity of a matriarchal fandly structure in the African American
community.
Recognition of this fact concerning the matriarchal role of
the African American woman raises the important question of why
Euro-American society continues to impose this myth on the
minds ofAfrican Americans. Staples contends that the African
American matriarchy has been useful for Euro-Americans because
it has created internal antagonisms in the African American
community between the men and women to divide them and to
ward off effective attacks on the external system of
Eurosupremacy.^^
^^Ibid., 633.
*^Staples, The BlackWoman. 33.
^^Staples, "The Black Matriarchy," 345.
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The purpose of the African American matriarchy, cultivated
by America's image makers, serves as a divide-and-conquer
strategy that the ruling class has used throughout history. African
American men who accept the myth of the African American
matriarchy act on the premise that they can gain their rightful
place in society by subjugatingAfrican American women.
Proponents of the matriarchy believed that in order for the
African American man to be strong, theAfrican American women
must be weak.^‘
John Hope Franklin maintains that family stability in the
African American community survived the Reconstruction Era and
was in evidence at the end of the nineteenth century.^’ In the
1880's, most rural and urban African Americans southerners lived
in husband or father household or sub-families.^^ However,
during those years, the number ofwomen over forty years of age
heading father absent households and sub-families increased.
^‘Staples, The BlackWoman. 33.
^^John Hope Franklin, "A Historical Note on Black Families,” in
Black Families (Newbury Park: Sage Publications, 1988), 24.
Ibid.
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Franklin suggests that even with all these changes during the
crucial years, such as emancipation, Reconstruction, and the
Great Migration, surprisingly, no significant increase in male-
absent households or sub-families occurred.
Franklin further maintains that until the 1960's, a
remarkable 75% percent ofAfrican American families included
both husband and wife.^^ Franklin asserts that 1960's rapid
urbanization, and especially "ghettorization'* has had a
devastating impact on the African American family. Governmental
policies and other social forces further crippled family strength.^^
Joyce Ladner also challenges Frazier's analysis. Ladner
suggests that the African American woman in contemporary
American society have been influenced by the conditions which
characterize the history ofAfrican people in Africa and the
Americas.^" Ladner also maintains that "matriarchy" has become a
popular symbol that is used by many to describe African American
womanhood, although this label is invalid. African American
^’Ibid., 25.
'•"Ibid., 26.
^‘Ladner, Tomorrow's Tomorrow. 39.
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women, Ladner contends, have important functions and
sometimes autonomous roles within the family and society
because economic and social conditions permitted emergence of a
female-dominated family structure.^^
Many writers still promote the myth that the female headed
household is still considered to be the dominant form of family
life. The myth persists even though in the 1960's less than one
quarter of all African American families in the United States were
headed by a woman.^^ Ladner asserts that the so-called
matriarchy is a myth because the African American family and the
African American woman have never functioned in the manner in
which defenders of the matriarchy thesis propose. She further
states that in a matriarchal society some, if not all, of the legal
powers relating to the ordering and governing of the family power
over property, inheritance and the house are invested in women
rather than men. The analyses of Frazier and Moynihan on the





The highly functional role assumed by the African American
female has caused her to be "erroneously" stereotyped as
matriarch. This label has been quite injurious to African
American women and their male counterparts. It has caused a
considerable amount of frustration and feelings of emasculation
among African American men. The label implies that they are
incapable of providing for their families. For the African
American woman, the label has caused certain added
responsibilities to be placed upon her shoulders in conformance
to this stereotypical conception.^^
Conceptions and expectations of Euro-American and others
alike, regarding the African American female, have greatly
impacted the African American community and have affected the
African American woman's relationship with the African American
male. Moreover, it assumed that the male's inability to function
as the larger society expects him to is more of a degradation of
having been emasculated by the African American woman than an




In opposition of the matriarchal view of the African
American family, Jualynne Dodson gives the following assertion:
The pathological and dysfunctional view ofblackfamilies has
been primarily related to the cultural ethnocentric approach
and associated with the work ofE. Franklin Frazier (1939) and
Daniel P. Moynihan (1965). These scholars have culminated in
the adaptation ofsocial policies predicated on the assumption
that the black family is unstable disorganized^ and unable to
provide its members with the social and psychological support
and development needed to assimilatefully intoAmerican
society.*^
Dodson's analysis of Frazier reveals how he laid the ground
for Daniel Moynihan. Dodson further maintains that Moynihan
based his thesis on Frazier's analysis. Dodson's assertion reveals
that Frazier's assumptions are ahistorical. Dodson's assertion also
suggests that Frazier continues to perpetuate "myths" that support
an Eurosupremacist ideology regarding the African American
family.
Dodson's critique shows how Frazier maintains that much
of theAfrican American family structure, patterns and customs
were a consequence of "servitude" and American culture, not
^^Jualynne Dodson, "Conceptualization ofBlack Families," in Black
Families (Newbury, Park, California: Sage Publications, 1988), 77.
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Afirican cultural traits.^^ Dodson's analysis reveals how Moynihan
justifies the notion of the matriarchy family structure among
African Americans.
Dodson states the following:
The line of research as pursued hy Frazier wasfollowed by a
number of investigators and culminated in proposalsfor social
polity. In 1965, the Office ofPolity Planning andResearch of
the United StatesDepartment ofLabor issued a 78 page
document prepared by theAssistant Secretary, DanielP.
Moynihan under the title, ”The Negro Family - The Case of
NationalAction^. This report repeatedly dtedFrazier as
supportfor its conclusion that the black community was
characterized hy brokenfamilies, illegitimaty, matriarchy,
economic dependency.
Paula Giddings also contests the idea of the African
American female being the "matriarch" of the family. She asserts
that Moynihan's analysis, based upon Frazier's invalid findings, is
not sufficiently defined to support or suggest the idea of a
matriarchal family structure. Giddings asserts that the questions
which arise from Moynihan's observation is why African American
men more than women are less likely to fulfill their family




discrimination. This question has not been sufficiently answered
by Moynihan.^’
Giddings maintains that Moynihan's response that the
African American male has suffered more because of forced
servitude and Eurosupremacy does not explain Moynihan's
analysis of the "matriarchy" family structure. African American
sociologists such as Joyce Ladner, Andrew Billingsley and Robert
Staples have challenged Moynihan's report and have found it to be
rooted in an ahistorical context. They suggest that what appeared
as a matriarchywas in reality quite different. African Americans
have challenged the accuracy of the term "matriarchy", which
implies female dominance and male subordination within the
family. African American females had little power over the family
or society.^®
Paula Giddings gives the following reasons for the primacy
of the female in the family: the traditional value of education
among African American women was one of the keys to their
^’Paul Giddings, When and where 1 enter: The impact of Black




success. Parents historically encouraged their daughters to go to
school; sons dropped out of school to support themselves and
their families while daughters went to school to do so. In
addition, African American men had been excluded from both the
most desirable professional occupations and the lucrative blue
collar positions by big businesses and discriminatory labor
unions.^* Giddings' assertions reveals the factors that helped to
place African American woman in a economic advantage when it
came to her role in the support of the family.
Moynihan's thesis, like Frazier's thesis suffered from myopia.
Moynihan's thesis was short sighted and one could not expect
more in a era ofmale revolt, when African Americans and Euro-
American men alike were resisting the perceived dominance of
mothers andwives. Giddings concludes that the Moynihan report
was not so much as Eurosupremacist as sexist. According to
Giddings, African American women's assertiveness had nothing to
do with a matriarchal family structure.




Frazier and Moynihan has been a ndscharacterization of the
function of the senior female in theAfrican American family. The
strong position of the African American woman should not be
confusedwith dominance. Her character embodies many of the
West African cultural traits that survived the trans-Atlantic
diaspora. Her function, as in WestAfrica, was to help to maintain
the economic stability of the family, which in the United States
the monopoly ofwealth and power by European male supremacy
had a detrimental effect on the stability of the family. This
monopoly, in turn, impacted the economic reality as well as the
cultural images ofAfrican American women from the period
forced servitude to the present.
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CHAPTER IV
CULTURAL IMAGESAS SYMBOL OFAFRICAN
AMERICANWOMANHOOD
It is well documented that the African American female has
been adversely affected by the stereotypical cultural images
stenuning from the institution of forced servitude and Euro¬
supremacy. These two phenomena have had a tremendous
influence on the way of life for Afncan Americans in America.
Forced servitude and Eurosupremacy have been destructive to the
images of the African American female.
Deborah GrayWhite asserts that it was during forced
servitude that the images of the African American female became
the antithesis ofwomanhood. White's analysis further reveals
that the African American woman's powerless position made it
difficult for her to counteract the Jezebel image. White states,
Although much of the race and sex ideology that abounds in
America is older than the nation, it was during the slavery
era that the ideas were molded into a peculiarly American
mythology....The blackwoman's position at the nexus of
America's sex and race mythology has made itmost difficult
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for her to escape the mythology. *
K. Sue Jewell is also of the opinion that itwas during forced
servitude thatAfrican American women first became viewed as the
antithesis of theAjnerican concept of beauty, femininity, and
womanhood.^ Images ofAfrican American women have not been
for their benefit. Instead, images ofAfrican American women
have been utilized by their oppressors who present them as
hypersexual and seductive. White states,
Many antebellum Southerners found little in the black
female's character to compliment. Some were convinced that
slave women were lewd and lascivious, that they invited
sexual overtones fromwhite men....^
Robert Staples' assessment is similar to that of Wliites' and
Jewell's. Staples contends that if there is any area of the African
American woman's life that needs to be explored, it is the public
perception of her sexuality. Considerable speculation,
^Deborah GrayWhite, Ar'n't I a Woman? (New York: W.W. Norton
and Company, 1985 ), 27-28.
^K. Sue Jewell, From Mammy to Miss America and Beyond (New
York: Routledge, 1993), 36.
^WTiite, Ar'n't I a Woman. 28.
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stereotypes, and myths have fueled this perception. It is the
reality ofAfrican American woman's sexuality that researchers
have ignored. Consequently, the cultural myths have become
predominate while the facts remain unexamined.^
K. Sue fewell asserts that the cultural image ofAfrican
American women is vastly different from that of European
American women, Hispanic American women. Native American
women, and Asian American women.^ She further states that the
cultural images of other ethnic groups such as Asian American
and Hispanic have measurably improved over time, but the
cultural images ofAfrican American women have changed, for the
better, only slightly. Perceptions of her physical characteristics
have been insignificant. Similarly, perceptions of her emotional
make-up also have been slow to change.^ Evidences of Jewell's
assertion concerning the perceptions ofAfrican American women
^Robert Staples, The BlackWoman in America (Chicago: Nelson
HaU Publishers, 1973), xii.
^Jewell, From Mammy to Miss America. 36.
•"Ibid., 35.
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in the public mind are visible in certain television sitcoms such as
"227" and "Cosby Show" with respect to the roles played by African
American women.
Many groups, such as African American feminist scholars,
artists, academicians and others, have criticized traditional as
well as extant images that symbolizeAfrican American
womanhood.^ Jewell is of the opinion that the preference for
employing African American women in domestic jobs, as well as in
the movie industry, has caused pronounced and distorted images
ofAfrican American women.^
These images, such as "mammy” and “bad black girl” have
been systematically presented as symbols ofAfrican American
women, both young and old.^ However, they fail to represent
accurately the realities ofAfrican American women throughout
the United States. The “mammy” and the “bad black girl” images
have continued to marginalize African American women,





nothing beyond the domestic and sexual sphere. This chapter
deals with the aspects of how ‘‘mammy” and the “bad black girl”
have been detrimental to the public perception ofAfrican
American womanhood. Jewell contends thatAfrican American
feminist scholars have encouraged African American women, both
within and outside academia, to define and redefine their own
values, attitudes, and behaviors. African American women have
been encouraged to reconstruct cultural images that are consistent
with their own experiences, interest, and cultural expectations.
Mammy The Cultural Image OfWomanhood
The image ofmammy originated in the South during forced
servitude and has permeated every region of the United States.
The image ofmanuny as a symbol of African American
womanhood is inextricable integrated into the folklore of
American culture." White asserts that much ofwhat we know
about mammy comes from memoirs after the civil war.'^ The
African American woman has been depicted in a stereotypical
'®Ibid.
"Ibid., 37.
White, Ar'n't I a Woman. 46.
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fashion, projecting characteristics of a manuny that suggests
submissiveness towards her owner or employer. Mammy is
portrayed as being aggressive towards other African Americans,
especially males. Her physical appearance connotes satisfaction
and contentmentwith her station in life, wherein she is consigned
to performing domestic duties.'^
Even popular novelists have addressed this topic, Michele
Wallace, for example, maintains the mammy image portrayed
African American women as an asexual superwoman. The mammy
image was used to justify the treatment ofAfrican American
women received. Michele Wallace states.
Front the intricate web ofmythology which surrounds the black
woman, a fundamental image emerges. It is ofa woman of
inordinate strength with an abilityfor tolerating an unusual
amount ofmisery and heaiy, distasttful work. This woman
does not have the same tears, weaknesses, and insecurities as
other women, but believes herself to be and is, in fact, stronger
emotionally than most nten. Less ofa woman in that she is less
feminine' and helpless,.... In other words, she is a
superwoman.^'*
fewell asserts that the evolution of the manuny image can be
‘^Jewell, Mammy to Miss America. 38.
'‘'MicheleWallace, Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman
(New York: Verso, 1990), 107.
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attributed to some female slaves being assigned the arduous
responsibility of performing domestic duties for the family of the
slave owner. She further contends that this imagery became one
symbol of Africa American womanhood. The depiction of the
African American woman as manuny served to challenge critics
who argued that forced servitude was harsh and demeaning. After
all, female slaves were portrayed as being happy and contentwith
their duties as servants. Jewell is of the opinion that all women,
even the privileged, were expected to perform some of the duties
assigned to the mammy. The most obvious dilBFerences is that the
female enslaved Africans were expected to assume the same
function without pay and to labor for two families, the owner and
their own.*^
When the physical and emotional make-up of the manuny
character is examined, it is clear that she is the opposite of the
American conception ofwomanhood. She is portrayed as an obese
African American woman, of dark complexion, with extremely
large breasts, buttocks, and shining white teeth, visibly displayed
‘^Jewell, Mammy to Miss America. 38.
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in a smile.Most pictures of the manuny depict her wearing a
bandanna and plain clothing. The fashioning of the
handkerchiefs into the head scarves can be traced back to Africa.
The wearing of the headgear arises from an African custom that
necessitated the covering of the head in religious ceremonies but
also on other occasions.
White contends that the manuny was a woman that could
practically do anything and was an expert on domestic matters.
Further, the mammy was remembered for her special treatment
toward her Euro-American children. White states the following:
This, therefore, is the broad outline ofmanuny. She was a
woman completely dedicated to the white family, especially
to the children of that family. She was the house servant
who was given complete charge of domestic management.
She served also as friend and advisor. She was, in short,
surrogate mistress and mother.
Jewell's analysis of the traditional image ofmanuny as an
individual contentwith performing tasks of domesticity and
caring for the socialization and the emotional needs of children
“"Ibid., 39.
*^Ibid.
‘*WTiite, Ar'n't I a Woman. 49.
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and adults family members in her owner's family, while
dismissing the needs of her own family, reveals the psychological
and physical isolation and oppression African American women's
families suffered under forced servitude/^
Staples maintains that the plight of the African American
women did not improve greatly after manumission. MostAfrican
Americans were impoverished, uneducated, landless fireedmen
who faced new forms of bondage.^"
The economic situation ofAfrican Americans forced them
back into their previous occupations. Many African American
women went backworking in the Euro-American household
scrubbing, cooking, and caring for another woman's children and
home in addition to her own.^‘
Studies reveal that the image ofmanuny has confined the
African American woman to certain occupational choices. This
confinedwork has lead to the stereotypical image that African
American women function better in service occupations,
*’jewell. Mammy to Miss America. 43.
^“Staples, The BlackWoman. 14.
^'‘Ibid., 15.
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particularly as domestics. Jewell asserts that the image ofmammy
has had historical significance because of the occupational choices
ofAfrican American were significantly limited until the late
sixties.^^ The assumption that African American women function
better in the domestic sphere has been pervasive in the United
States.^^
Itwas not until after the Civil Rights Movement thatAfrican
American women, in larger numbers, had careers other than as a
domestic or teacher.^^ Jewell asserts that in 1980, African
American women still counted for fifty-two per cent of all private
household cleaners and one-fourth of those employed as maids. In
the early sixties, African American women struggled against the
stereotypical images that caused them a great set back when
competing for nontraditional jobs.^^ Jewell contends that African
American women today have experienced upward mobility against
these odds by rejecting this and other cultural images and





defining and redefining their roles, capabilities, and aspirations in
society.^** In order for this upward mobility to continue, African
American women have to be consciously aware of images in the
mass media that oppress them. Theymust also counteract these
images for the good of their own liberation.
The BadBlack Girl:A Symbol OfWomanhood
Jewell asserts that the bad black girl is a cultural image that
is depicted as an African American mulatto udth a light
complexion. She is usually pictured as a woman with European
features.^^ Jezebel is pictured as alluring, sexually arousing, and
seductive. Her lips, long straight hair, slender nose, small figure,
and fair complexion are the physical characteristics that make up
the bad black girl image, which conforms more to the American
standard of beauty than any other image.^^
This image reinforces cultural stereotypes regarding the
hypersexuality. White contends that the Jezebel character served





immoral behavior of Euro-American men. White states,
One of the most prevalent images of blackwomen in
antebellum America was of a person governed almost
entirely by her libido, a Jezebel character. In every way
Jezebel was the counter image of the mid-nineteenth-century
ideal of the Victorian lady. She did not lead men and
children to God; piety was foreign to her.^^
Jewell maintains that many of the aforementioned cultural
images that symbolize African American womanhood have
undergone somemodification. In spite of few cultural images that
depict the strengths and realities ofAfrican American women,
traditional cultural images still persist.^*’
During forced servitude, the African American woman's body
was forcibly subjected to carnal desires of any male who took a
fancy to her, including the owner, his overseerer, and any
enslaved African American male. Coercion, as well as desire, were
important elements in her sexual relations with Euro-Americans
men. Staples maintains that the sexual exploitation of the
enslavedAfrican American woman did not derive simply from the
carnal desire, but from the owner's design to intimidate the entire
^’WTiite, Ar'n’t 1 a Woman. 29.
^®Jewell, Mammy to Miss America. 40.
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population by asserting his control over the enslaved conununity.
The rape of the African American women brought home to the
African American male his inability to protect his woman. Once
his masculinity was taken away, he began to experience profound
doubts about various aspects of his power even to destroy the
chain of bondage.^"
Filomina Chioma Steady shows that closely related to
economic exploitation was sexual violation, which was rampant
during forced servitude. Several violations are clearly seen today
in various forms ranging from sexual harassment to the use of
prostitution as a means of survival in depressed urban areas.
According to Steady, the Euro-American man's lust for the African
American woman was one of the most serious impediments to the
development ofmorality during forced servitude.^^
Gerda Lemer asserts that after forced servitude ended, in
both the North and South, the sexual exploitation ofAfrican
American women continued. To iustify the sexual exploitation of
^‘Staples, The BlackWoman. 13.
^^Filomina Chioma Steady, The BlackWoman Cross-Culturally
(Rochester, New York: Schenkman Books Inc., 1985), 9.
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African American women, supportive factors, and sustaining
myths were created. Lerner contends that one of these myths was
the “‘bad’ black woman.”** Lerner further asserts that by
assuming a difiFerent level of scKuality for all African Americans
than that of Euro-Americans, the African American woman could
be viewed as hyper-sexual.*^ The Euro-American male created a
myth suggesting that all African American women were eager for
“sexual exploits, voluntarily ‘loose’ in their morals” and,
therefore, deserved none of the consideration and respect granted
to Euro-American women.*^ Lerner further contends that every
African American woman was, by definition, a slut according to
this Eurosupremacist mythology.*”
Lerner in her analysis of sexual exploitation among African
American women draws attention to an account recorded by
Fannie Barrier Williams. Williams asserts thatAfrican American






women were not allowed to be ''modest and there was no living
man to whom they could cry for protection against men who not
only owned them, body and soul, but also the souls of their
husbands and brothers."^* Williams further contends that
helpless mothers had no solution to the "dishonor" caused by
letting their daughters do domesticwork.^^ Lerner's research
reveals that the general view was that the African American
woman, however respectable, was lower than the Euro-American
prostitute. Lerner further contends that southern Euro-
American women perpetuated the myth that no African American
woman was virtuous.^^
W.E.B. DuBois contended that the African American woman,
whileworking in the Euro-American household as a domestic
became subfect to all sorts of indignities, such as having to enter
and exit by a side door, receiving extremely low wages, and being





subjected to sexual escploitations by their employers.^^ Thework
ofDuBois was one of the many studies on domestics and their
grievances. Lerner’s work also supports DuBois' study. Lerner’s
analysis also reveals that African American women have been
forced to submit to over-powering conditions. TheAfrican
American woman has not been portrayed by her true character.
She has been depicted and advertised as having lower sex
standards. Stereotypes of the African American woman has been
based upon misconceptions. But these stereotypes do not validate
the culture origin from which the African American woman came.
That culture had strict codes for sexual relations.^^
Jewell contends that it is dear while there are individuals
who did conform to these stereotypical cultural images, such
likenesses are not representative ofAfrican American women as a
whole. Moreover, one of the most damaging and adverse effects of
these images is that they are portrayed with negative qualities.
Because characteristics such as independence, aggressiveness, and
^^W.E.B. DuBois, "The Servant in the House," in Darkwater (New
York: Schocken Books, 1969), 116.
** Lerner, BlackWomen. 170.
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decisiveness are defined by those in power as qualities associated
with masculinity, they are exaggerated and defined negatively
when they are associatedwith images that symbolize African
American women.^^
fewell is of the opinion that the efforts of thosewho have
argued for critiquing and redefining cultural images ofAfrican
American womanhood have metwith limited success.^^ African
Americans must continue to play an integral role in challenging
negative images and in constructing and purveying positive and
constructive cultural images of themselves.^’
The UnderlyingFactors For Cultural Images
Jewell is of the opinion that the purpose of the cultural
images was to justify the economic system thatwas based upon
forced labor, including the reproductive labor of enslaved African
American females.^’ Jewell further asserts that the economic





profitability of forced servitude did not allow for such a
differentiation of gender difiPerence for males and females, fewell
maintains that such an acknowledgmentwould have a profound
impact on the division of labor, levels of productions, and profits
gained, from forced labor. Steady asserts also that the Afiican
American woman from African became the key factor in the
production of capital because of her ability to reproduce forced
labor. Her ability to reproduce enhanced her owner's economic
assets.^^
If cultural images were only constructed to maintain the
system of forced servitude, why did these images exist following
emancipation? Jewell asserts that these cultural images also
served to keep African American women outside of the economic
mainstream. Jewell further asserts that cultural images confined
African American women to menial jobs and led to societal
perceptions and expectations. African American women who
filled occupational position other than those defined in cultural
^‘Ibid., 56.
'•^Steady, BlackWoman Cross-Culturally. 9.
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images were looked upon as having "status discrepant" positions/^
Aside from the economic motivation, cultural images of
African American women have a social basis. Jewell asserts that
by defining African American woman by these cultural images
places them on a lower social stratum relative to others within the
United States.^^ Jewell contends that assumptions are made that
those who rank low in terms of social class do not possess the
necessary skills, values, and belief systems that would enable
them to compete successfully towards societal goals. These
assumptions place an onus on socially and economically
depressed groups like African American women in America.
These false cultural images permit Euro-Americans to form the
opinion that African American women occupy an economical and
social depressed position because they are culturally
disadvantaged and are surrounded by a social system that they are
ill-equipped to access.'*^
According to Jewell, the marginalization of the African




American female is evident today:
First, AfricanAmerican women occupy the lowest occupational
status and income group compared to others in the United
States. Second, the social welfare system, which is perhaps the
most stigmatized and despised ofall governmentfunded
programs, is erroneously d^ned as a systemforAfrican
American women and their children.... It should be noted that
African American women who are recipients ofsocial welfare
services are also defined as contributing to the social, economic
and cultural degeneration ofAmerican society^^
Jewell's analysis reveals that AlErican American women are being
blamed by the system which made them victims. Many Euro-
Americans believe that African American women are responsible
for transmitting a culture of poverty
Jewell also contends that as a result of these cultural images
African American women have been assigned to a relatively low
social stratum, by occupation, behavior, and appearance. Jewell
asserts that poor Euro-Americans andwomen were elevated due
to the cultural images that placed African American women at
bottom of the social and economic ladder.^^





divisions, along the lines of ethnicity, gender, and social class
established by those who have a monopoly on power and
economic wealth, have credited conflict and oppression to groups
of individuals whose ethnicity, gender and social class are
different.^^ Therefore, there is no coincidence that service
occupations were considered appropriate for African American
women.
Cultural images such as the "mammy" and "bad black girl"
have reinforced the belief that certain groups of individual are
entitled to more or less of society's respect simply because of their
gender, ethnicity, or social class.^" When these cultural images,
which are rooted in misconceptions, and which symbolize Afirican
American womanhood, are accepted by members of the African
American community, these images do little in contributing to
cooperation, unity, "positive reference group orientations," and
self concept.^^





feminism is the task of redefining cultural imagery that
symbolizes African American women. In addition, Jewell
maintains that African American women must become a part of
this project also. They must continue to critique, criticize, and
replaceWestern ideology that provides a rationale for the
hierarchial system of status, wealth and power based on ethnicity,
gender, and social class.^^ Jewell also contends that another task
ofAfrican American feminists and all women throughout the
United States is to develop an ideology that not only rejects the
notion thatAfrican American women must conform to a culturally
constructed model ofwomanhood based upon Western ideology,
but establishes tenets and a philosophy ofAfrican American
womanhood.^^ Jewell's analysis of the plight that African
American womanhood reveals her determination to makeAfrican
Americans women more cognizance of those individuals who
purposely mislead them to internalize characteristics, values,







In this thesis I have attempted to show that the images
centered aroundAfrican American womanhood are ahistoiical. It
was also my intention to give an corrective analysis of these
images so that the reader could comprehend that these images
were largely the misconceptions created by Eurosupremacists.
From a historical perspective, institutional Eurosupremacy
has exerted its strong and mostly negative impact upon all areas
of theAfrican American woman life. There is strong evidence the
dynamics of institutional Eurosupremacy have been responsible
for the stereotypical images ofAfrican American womanhood.
Although these images still exist today when mainstream America
refers to the role ofAfrican American women in the family, it is
the responsibili^ of the wholeAfrican American conmiunity to
counteract these misconceptions. Scholars agree that the African
American conununily's efforts to redefine the images ofAfrican
American womanhoodwill be the greatest defense against this
76
Eurosupremacist ideology. History has recorded the stifling
impactwhich these false cultural images have had in the past.
Fortunately, the future lies ahead, andwith it the hope that the
imageswill be corrected and revised to reflect the cultural
realities. If history teaches us anything thework has just begun.
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